
APE rat poison in bulk - Box of 10 kg
https://www.europarm.fr/en/produit-16996-APE-rat-poison-in-bulk-Box-of-10-kg

SKU Designation French Law Weight (Kg) MSRP

A5673004 Box 10 kg - Grains Strong 25 Vente libre 10  
345.00 € incl. tax
258.75 € incl. tax

A5673005
Box 10 kg - Patarat fresh

cheese 
Vente libre 10  

345.00 € incl. tax
258.75 € incl. tax

A5673006 Box 10 kg - Cubes Probloc 25 Vente libre 10  
352.00 € incl. tax
264.00 € incl. tax

Professional conditioning, to fight against roof rats, brown rats, mice and other rodents.
Effectively controls rats from juvenile to adult stage.

Professional packaging: 10 kg box with sub-packaging in waterproof bags to improve product preservation.

Contains bitter protection for children and pets.

3 versions to adapt to all environments:

Rodenticide bait on biostabilized grains. Long-lasting action observable over 3 to 14 days following
ingestion. Several grips are necessary for the rodents to succumb. Does not arouse the suspicion of
other rodents.
Fresh paste rat poison bait. super attractive sachet of 10g of soft dough with a particular irresistible
aroma. Does not disintegrate or dry out, a single ingestion is fatal.
Probloc 25 rat poison and mouse poison cubes: eliminates all rodents, a single ingestion is fatal.
Anticoagulant molecule: difenacoum.

APE Brown rats, Norway rats - Strong 25 GRAIN BAIT RODENTICIDE - Control of RODEN RATS AND
Norway rats from juvenile to adult stage Characteristics Specially adapted for baiting stations Use against
Norway rats and Norway rats outdoors around buildings bait made from bromadiolone on grain The action of
the product is observable within 3 to 14 days following ingestion of the product by rodents. Several grips are
necessary for the rodents to succumb. This delay between ingestion and the death of the rodent is inherent to
the mode of action of anticoagulants. It avoids arousing the mistrust of other rodents who continue to
consume the product.

 

FRESH PASTE Patarat RODENTICIDE - Fight against BLACK RATS, BROWN RATS Characteristics
APE PATARAT Paste is a ready-to-use ALL SPECIES rodenticide which eliminates all resistant rodents and
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pests. Its HYPER ATTRACTIVE power, due to its particular aroma, gives it remarkable power. A single
ingestion is fatal.

 

BLOC - PROBLOC 25 MULTICEREAL RODENTICIDE - Targeted fight against BLACK RATS, BROWN
RATS and DOMESTIC MICE Suitable for damp places, very long shelf life. CURATIVE / PREVENTIVE
Characteristics PROBLOC 25 is a ready-to-use ALL SPECIES Rodenticide which eliminates all resistant
rodents and pests. Its water-repellent power gives it a very long shelf life in a humid environment. A single
ingestion is fatal.

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.


